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Figure 2.1 : Stage 1 is prior to impact. Stage 2 is the instant at which the centroids of 
Mand m have exactly equal velocities. Stage 3 represents their separation. The 











Figure 2.2 : (a) Load-deflection curves of typical loading and unloading path for the 
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Figure 2.3 : Measures of energy absorption efficiency [10]. 
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Figure 2.5: Diamond-lobe buckling mode. Here specimen (a) has a3 diamond-lobe 
collapse mode and (b) has a2 diamond-lobe collapse mode [28]. 
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Figure 2.9 : The improved axisymmetric collapse mode. Axial deflection is now 
governed by an effective crushing stroke [25]. 
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Figure 2.10: The geometric relationships for diamond collapse modes of PVC tubes as 
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Figure 2.12 : Formation of horizontal hinges in Johnson et. al. theory. The radius `r' is 





Figure 2.13: Static axial crushing load versus axial displacement for a square tube of 





Figure 2.14 : Load-deflection characteristics for a single tube crushed transversely [5]. 
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Figure 2.17 : Typical load-deflection characteristics for a tube inverted externally [5]. 
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Figure 2.18 :A `W' frame changing compression into bending [5]. 
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Figure 2.19: Typical load-deflection characteristics for a `W' frame [5]. 






Figure 2.21 : Schematic diagram of a metal skinning device [2]. 
Figure 2.22: Motor coach models. (a) was the original model, (b) was crushed quasi- 
statically and (c) was impacted dynamically. [30]. 
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Figure 2.23 : The square tube on the left suffered dynamic crumpling, and the one on 
the right was crushed quasi-statically [41]. 
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Figure 2.25b : The distribution of past BR accident serious injuries according to the 
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Figure 2.26 : Distribution of passenger fatalities according to velocity and accident 
type. This chart suggests that derailment is a high speed phenomena [47]. 
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Figure 2.28a: The load-deflection characteristics of the crashworthy coach end- 
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Figure 2.29a : The prototype of the crashworthy coachend-structure used in ORE 








Figure 2.29b : The corresponding load-deflection characteristics of the crashworthy 
coach end-structure used in ORE collision test [50]. 
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Figure 2.30: Velocity-time graph showing the concept of energy absorption through 
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Figure 2.31: Assumed load-deflection interface characteristic for idealized collisions 
used in Reference [58]. 
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Figure 2.34 : Various type of energy absorbing couplers [61]. 
Figure 2.35: A rake of coaches fitted with crashworthy end-structures in pre-test 
condition [49]. 
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Figure 2.37: Impact tolerance for human brain in forehead impacts against plane, 
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Figure 2.39: The extension bending mechanism, commonly caused by a low level seat 
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Figure 2.41a : The pre-test position of a forward facing dummy in open-bay seats [75]. 



































Figure 2.43 : The `safe' space envelope for mounting a fold-down table at the rear of a 
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Figure 3.1 : The load-deflection characteristic of a steel crashworthy vehicle end 
structure designed for a 35tonne coach. 
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Figure 3.2 :A moving three-coach to a stationary three-coach collision model, 
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Figure 3.3a : The load-deflection characteristic of the crashworthy coach end-structure 
as mentioned in reference [2]. 
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Figure 3.3b : The prototype of the crashworthy coach end-structure as mentioned in 
reference [2]. 
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Figure 3.4b : Mass-spring model 
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Figure 3.6a : The acceleration-time history for the bar-spring & mass-spring models. 
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Figure 3.8: The energy-time history for the bar-spring model. 
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Figure 3.9a : Initial seating position of the occupants. 
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Figure 3.12: The neck flexion bending moment-time history 
for the striking occupants. 
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Figure 3.13 : The neck flexion bending moment-time history 
for the struck occupants. 
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Figure 3.16 : The effects of damping on the energy dissipative power. 
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Figure 3.23 : The magnitudes of the external rectangular impulses. 
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Figure 3.27: The effects of the magnitude of external triangular impulses. 
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Figure 3.28 : The effects of the slope of external ramp impulses. 
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Figure 4.1a: The schematic diagram for deriving the optimal gap of mass-spring 
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Figure 4. lb : The kinematics graphical interpretation of optimal gap sizes for cases 
with linear deceleration. 
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15.56m/s (35mph) 
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xII 
Interface 3 Interface 1 Interface 3 
Coach 3 Coach 2 Coach 1 Coach 2 Coach 3 
Note: 
(1) Each coach is 35tonne. 
(2) Spring in interface 1 has characteristics shown in figure 4.3a. 
(3) Other interfaces' springs has characteristics shown in figure 4.3b. 
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Figure 4.6a: The force-time history of various interfaces for the model Gap2. 
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Figure 4.8 : The dissipated energy distribution among the various interfaces of 
the models. 
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Figure 4.9 : The energy distribution comparison for various coupling 
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(1) All big masses are 34.33tonne each. 
(2) Each small mass is ltonne. 
(3) The spring in interface 1 has the characteristics shown in figure 4.12a. 
(4) Other interfaces' top springs have the characteristics shown in figure 4.12b. 
(5) All bottom springs are representations of the hydrogen spring unit in Oleo couplers. 
(6) The central dashpot have the characteristics of Oleo hydraulic couplers. 
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Figure 4.13 : The velocity-time history of various coaches 
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Figure 4.16 : The E-t graphs for various interfaces in the models Cp I and New 1. 
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Figure 4.17 : Comparing the energy distribution between Cp I and New 1. 
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Figure 4.18 : The force-time graphs of various interfaces in the model Cpl. 
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Figure 4.19 : The force-time history of various interfaces for the model Cp2. 
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Figure 4.20 : The energy distribution patterns of the 
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Figure 4.21 : The crush distance for models in the lv40 series. 
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Figure 4.22: The crush distance for models in the Iv37 series. 
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Figure 4.24 : The crush distance for models in the Iv33 series. 
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Figure 4.34 : The velocity-time history of various coaches for the test and 
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Figure 4.35 : The velocity-time history of various coaches for the test and 
model Dp50. 
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Figure 4.37 : The comparison of various interface crush distance between the test and 
the model Dp35. Interface 5m-2m are the intermediate interfaces of the moving rake, 
interface 5s-2s are in the stationary rake, interface 1 is the impact interface. 
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Figure 4.38 : The comparison of various interface crush distance between the test and 
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Figure 4.39 : The comparison of various interface crush distance between the test and 
the model Dp75. 
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Figure 4.40 : The comparison of various interface crush distance between the test and 
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Figure 4.41 : Comparison of the damping energy with the total interface energy in 
various interfaces for all Dp models. 
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Figure 5.1 : The schematic diagram for deriving the optimal gap of mass-spring models 
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Figure 5.3 : The imposed constraints on the shapes of the spring characteristics. 
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Figure 5.5 : Spring characteristic curves for ramp slope series. 
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Figure 5.7 : Spring characteristic curves for ramp force series. 
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Figure 5.10b : The force-time history of various interfaces in cfy2. 
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Figure 5.13 : The graph of dissipative power against time for interface 1 of 
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Figure 5.15b : The force-time history of various interfaces in ipd3. 
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Figure 5.16 : The graph of dissipative power against time for interface I of models 







































Figure 5.19 : The comparison of interface energy distribution for models in iph series. 
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Figure 5.20 : The force-time history of various interfaces in iph3. 
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Impact velocity =16.67m/s 
Interface 3 
(Spring : cfyl 
with gap=0.76m) 
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Interface 1 
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Note : 
" The spring in interface 1 is the original spring in ipd4 with no gap since a gap in 
this interface serves only to delay the collision and not effect the results; 
" The spring in interface 2 is taken from cfyl and the gap is tuned for ipd4 since the 
leading interface in this case has a iph4 spring; 
" The spring in interface 3 is also taken from cfyl but the gap is tuned to cfyl since 
the leading interface has a cfyl spring; 
" By mixing springs in the above model, no trailing interface would exert a load 
higher than its leading interface during an impact. 
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Figure 6.3 : Effects of spring average force on couplers' breakaway time. 
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Figure 6.4 : Effects of hardening slope on interface energy distribution for models in 
the rps series. 
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Figure 6.6 . Effects of initial peak force on interface energy distribution for models in 
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Figure 6.9 : Interface I crush distance for various models. 
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Figure 6.10 : The effects of Non interface crush distribution for models in the cf'n 
series. 
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Figure 6.11: The effects of Non interface crush distribution for models in the rpn 
series. 
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Figure 7.1 : The dummy initial sitting position. 
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Figure 7.4 : The different rise time for gravity load curves. 
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Figure 7.5a: Simulated animation at 135msec 
Figure 7.5b : Simulated animation at 200msec 
Figure 7.5c : Simulated animation at 240msec 
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Figure 7.15 : The head's deceleration-time history of the models studying 
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Figure 7.16 : The head/neck moment-time history of the models studying 
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Figure 7.18 : The head's trajectories of the baseline and optimised models. 
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Figure 8.1 : The raw acceleration-time graphs for 
the coaches in mixn6 (Chapter 4). 
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Figure 8.4 : The acceleration pulses in the 0-series 
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Figure 8.5 : The acceleration pulses in the G-series 
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Figure 8.8 : The acceleration pulses in the R -series 
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Figure 8.9 : The M1 pulse 
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Figure 8.40: The final portion of the acceleration pulses for models in cpovlp 
during the `overlapped' period. 
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Figure A. 4 : The `plateau' during the early stage of plastic deformation, with a 
perfectly plastic line fitted as 19.2MN/m2. 
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Figure A. 6 : The interpretation of mean post buckling load and energy absorbed 
from an experimental load-deflection graph. 
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Figure A. 7 : Experimental data for various polymeric tubes with n=2, with Johnson et. 
al. theoretical lines superimposed. 
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Figure A. 8: Experimental data for HDPE tubes with n=3, with Johnson et. al. 
theoretical lines superimposed. 
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Figure A. 9 : Experimental data for }IDPE tubes with n=3, with Pugsley and Macaulay 
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Figure A. 10 : The log-log plot of specific energy absorbed against t/D, as 
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Figure A. II : Energy ratio against t/D. This graph suggests that the loss in energy 




















Figure A. 12 : The log-log graphs of Es against t/D for various polymeric tubes tested 
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Figure A. 13 : Number of diamond lobes against t/D. 
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Figure B. II : The deformation sequence as predicted by the DYNA3D model PVC- 
conic. 
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